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Abstract— Recently, a new kind of war has been takes place 

between the security community and malicious software 

developers, the security is specialised to use all possible 

techniques, methods and strategies to stop and remove the 

threats during the malware developers utilize new types of 

malwares that is a bypass implemented security features. In 

this study we closely looked into malware, to understand the 

definition, types, propagation of malware, and 

detecting/defending mechanisms in order to contribute to the 

process of protection and security enhancement. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

With the escalating growth of communication and 

information systems, a new term and acronym invaded the 

digital world called as malware. It is a general term, which 

stands for malicious software and has many shapes (codes, 

scripts, active content and others). It has been designed to 

achieve some targets such as, collecting sensitive data, 

accessing private computer systems, even sometimes 

harming the systems. The malware can reach the systems in 

different ways and through multiple media; the most 

common way is the downloading process from the internet, 

once the malware finds its way to the systems, based on the 

functions of the malware the drama will begin. In some 

cases, the malware will not totally harm the system, instead 

affect the performance and creates overload process; in case 

of spying, the malware hides itself in the system, which 

cannot be detected by the anti-virus software, these hidden 

malware send critical information about the computer to the 

source. Based on the above challenges, it is critical to carry 

out an in-depth analysis to understand the malware for better 

detection and removal chance. This paper is organized as 

follows: Section two has covered the recent state of the 

malware security and threats through results obtained from 

different journals. Section three discusses about the types of 

malware, section four presents the malware analysis 

techniques. Section five studies the propagation of malware 

in different applications and environment, and finally 

section six explains malware detection techniques. 

II. AND NOW 

Technology has become an element key for today‟s life style 

where both business and research worlds completely rely on 

the technology and its applications. However like the other 

side of the coin, these developments have also opened the 

doors for the hacking and attacking community, and within 

a few years the malware has become a major security threat, 

affecting computers and networks widely [1].  

Initially, the hackers and attackers started invading 

others computers just for fun they did not have any serious 

intention to look for any great gains, until online commerce 

gained its popularity especially in banking, financial 

transactions etc, which made the hacker to get financial 

gains [2], this has motivated the attackers, to work more and 

more to keep the machines infected as longer as possible, to 

get more financial gains and more valued information and 

data [2], consequently a big challenge has emerged in terms 

of protecting the information and business systems and a 

kind of arm races have started between security products 

and attackers community [3].  

The malware historical timeline shows that it has a 

lot of changes and phases since it has been discovered and 

detected in hosts and networks , starting from virus which is 

a self-replicating malware but not self-transporting [2], 

moving to worm, which is a self-replicating and self- 

transporting [4], and going more for other  10 International 

Journal of Cyber-Security and Digital Forensics (IJCSDF) 

2(4): 10-29 The Society of Digital Information and Wireless 

Communications, 2013 (ISSN: 2305-0012)  

malware types and families . With the rapidly 

increasing complexity and interconnection of emerging 

information systems, the number of malware attacks is also 

increasing piercingly. While, there are a noticeable 

development in defense technologies and security 

techniques, there is also a similar development in 

sophisticated hacking techniques and appearance of new 

security vulnerabilities from day to day [5]. Due to the 

sequence of malware propagation, we can now clearly feel 

the impact of malware on various computer network 

infrastructures, technologies and services such as, file-

sharing [6], online social networking [7], [8], Bluetooth[9], 

[10] and wireless Networks [11]. Many techniques have 

been developed and used to detect malware and prevent its 

propagation like sandboxing [12] and virtual environment 

[13] and some time the malware environment has been 

simulated to make it easy to detect by using FRAM model 

[14]. The enhancement and improvement process for 

security should be powerful and simultaneously move in 

two directions; protecting the systems from the well-known 

malware threats and seeking for innovative ideas and 

insightful analysis for handling the malware issues.  

A. Malware Issues:  

Many studies, surveys, experiments, brainstorming, 

statistical analysis and modelling methods have been done 

to gain deeper knowledge and valuable information about 

malware [15], because the attackers are continually 

developing their abilities, attacking skills and techniques. In 

order to make the tracking and detection processes difficult, 

and to pose new challenges to inspectors, all these studies 

and works are not sufficient enough to cover the rapid 

increase in malware evolution. Based on our understanding 

Virus Bulletin (1988) was the first dedicated Journal to 

study the malware [2], while, now there are a lot of Journals 

available that are dedicated to the security issues, especially 

malware issues. This paper has been presented to gain 

understanding about the various issues related to malware. 

We have used much recourse to form different papers and 

journals, the details of the recourses that we used, will be 

shown in data collection part in more details.  
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B.  Limitations of the Study:  

The publications related to this paper are more common in 

university libraries than in the offices of chief security 

officers and companies specialized in information security 

service such as, Norton and McAfee. Another point related 

to the publications of this study is, how the publications are 

distributed in many topics related to malware, and this will 

not help to dig enough for solutions and defense 

mechanisms, against malware attacks. It may help to clarify 

the picture of malware issues, but not enough for 

enhancement process and additional contributions. The 

authors were looking to the malware from different angles 

and viewpoints, which are great, but will confuse the 

readers. On the other hand the numbers of statistics provided 

and details analyzed are also few, to adequately sustain very 

significant research value. In this case, where most of the 

papers are too specific in their corresponding research field 

and purpose, it is difficult to generalize the specimen into 

statistical data with higher accuracy. We have also realized 

that most papers are from IEEE publications, and thus also 

acknowledged this as a form of limitation on availability of 

more related research publications in other sources.  

C.  Data Collection: 

Access, review and analyze articles covered by journals and 

institutes, specialists in scientific research as follows: 

Science Direct (service provided by the ELSEVIER 

Publishing company) Journal, AMC (Digital Library 

published by the Association for Computing Machinery), 

Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) and 

SANS Institute. The main purpose is to identify the malware 

issues currently being addressed by malware detectors, to 

gain a complete picture about malicious software. This 

paper is presented, based on publications and articles from 

2006 until January 2012. The reason behind choosing the 

above journals and institutes as sources for this study is to 

combine and gather the academic and business fields, also 

these journals and institutes are primarily focusing on 

information security field. 11 International Journal of 

Cyber-Security and Digital Forensics (IJCSDF) 2(4): 10-29 

The Society of Digital Information and Wireless 

Communications, 2013 (ISSN: 2305-0012)  

D. Topics covered in the Study:  

The method we have followed to collect data was based on 

journals reviewing and analyzing. Then we have moved to 

gather the similar topics and ideas, and group them in 

specific structure as required, for instance, we categorized 

all topics related to malware and its propagation in different 

networks and environments such as, LANs, Bluetooth, and 

Wireless Networks under one main category called malware 

propagation. Another category is malware detection 

techniques, where we have gathered all techniques such as, 

anomaly-based detection, specification-based detection and 

signature-based detection. We have applied this method on 

the remaining topics covered in our resources, but we 

categorized all the topics that do not belong to any main 

category, as separate category named as, other.  

During the categorization process some topics 

fitted into more than one category, while other topics did not 

overlap. Some of the overlapped topics were categorized 

into a category called as Other, for example in the case of 

virtualization, it has been categorized once as malware 

detection technique, and once as environment for malware 

propagation, the reason behind this was, going deeply into 

the details of keywords and abstract on virtualization papers 

gave us clear picture how to categorize it in the right 

manner. So we simply consider the keywords and abstract of 

the paper as the base of categorization process and if still 

unclear, we investigated the discussion and conclusion part 

to differentiate the topics.  

E.  Results obtained from the resources of the study: 

In this part of the paper, we have highlighted the headlines 

and topics covered by all resources of the research. Based on 

the approach of the categorization, Fig. 1 illustrates the 

statistical distribution of the papers under the main topics of 

the study. Classification categories connected with each 

other smoothly, to integrating as one dynamic environment 

of attacking side that develops new strategies, to avoid 

detection process from the anti-side. The story of malware 

classification starts by developing small malware pieces to 

attack (.exe) files and destroy them, and now there are many 

types of malware, with different attacking strategies and 

techniques. 

 

Fig. 1: Main topics of the Study 

Therefore, the need to develop strategies and 

modules to detect malware and disinfect their harmful 

effects is one of the most important fields of computer 

science. Nowadays, the malware developers are working in 

groups and are more adaptive, for example integrations 

happen between malware types, to generate new forms for 

specific tasks. On the other hand the attackers, using the 

suitable malware type, depend on the purpose and nature of 

attacking i.e. using spyware against android applications. 

Malware development does not work randomly or depend 

on chance, analytical strategies will be carried out by 

malware on their targets. The analytical data include 

systems structures, network connections and controllers, 

application features, programming languages and many 

other data. After analyzing the proposed data from the 

attackers then they start to develop new features for 

malware, and design new strategies to manage and plan the 

activities of attacking process.  

The attacking strategies are developed continuously 

and effectively designed, to ensure the accuracy in 

attacking. For example, some strategies depend on two 

malware types, the first type used to weaken the target 

security level, then the second type attack the target directly. 

Parallel with attacking strategies, the anti-malware strategies 

are developed in response for detecting malware, thus we 

have found most of the research papers discussing about 

malware detection. The new ideas of detection strategies 

focus on developing anti malware strategies, to  
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12 International Journal of Cyber-Security and Digital 

Forensics (IJCSDF) 2(4): 10-29 The Society of Digital 

Information and Wireless Communications, 2013 (ISSN: 

2305-0012cover the malware development that may happen. 

In other words, the researchers have provided analytical 

studies for forecasting the malware activities. The main 

topics were divided into subtopics to go deep and highlight 

the most important terms and keywords related to malware. 

Appendix 1 shows the highest frequencies for the topics in 

malware detection and analysis.  

III. TYPES OF MALWARE  

Recently, the number of information security threats caused 

by malware has rapidly increased, which leads to urgently 

studying the threats and accordingly categorizing them, to 

simplify the process of discovering and handling them, in 

order to detect them and find appropriate solutions. Malware 

has been categorized into seventeen different types [16], in 

this section we have listed and discussed the main and most 

common categories as follows:  

A. Virus: 

Virus  is a computer program that has the ability to harm 

and self-replicating in order to infect host; viruses are linked 

or attached to a software utility (e.g. PDF document). 

Launching the infected PDF document could then activate 

the virus, and a sequence of events may occur based on the 

function of the virus [4], [17].  

B. Worm:  

another kind of harmful programs is worm, which can 

replicate itself and invisibly transfer through networking. 

The effects of worms differ from viruses as the former need 

help from any file, to work and mainly its effect is on 

networking bandwidth or sending junk emails. One example 

of worms is Conficker [6], [17].  

C. Spyware: 

 this may occur, when users download free or trial software. 

In this kind, the users are observed by spies; hence their 

passwords, account numbers and every other personal detail 

become vulnerable [4].  

D. Adware: 

 this kind usually happens, while downloading free games or 

it is combined and embedded with advertisements, so when 

we watch advertisements this embedded code is installed to 

our PCs. This kind aims to observe the user‟s activities, 

when using networking [4].  

E. Trojan:  

this kind gives power to remote hijackers, to use your 

system as they wish. They may get your passwords, observe 

your systems or damage the system files [4].  

F. Botnet:  

this kind of malware controls your systems remotely and 

sends spam or spyware. Most of botnets are zombie and wait 

for command of the party who runs it, where there are two 

types of botnet such as, simple or hierarchical [18].  

IV.  MALWARE PROPAGATION  

Many studies and researches focused on studying the 

malware propagation in the digital world, communications 

and computer networks, some of the modelling and 

experimental procedures have been followed to study the 

effect of malware and the way it propagates in these fields, 

in addition to this, the studies cover some concepts and 

techniques related to malware detection. The malware 

propagation concept refers to the electronic method, by 

which, malware is transmitted to an information system, 

platform or device it seeks to infect for example the 

malware can propagate through PDF files and access the 

host unless the user disable the JavaScript in PDF reader 

[19].  

A.  Through Operating System: 

Malware is attacking the operating systems such as Mac, 

Android, Windows and Linux, but not in the same level and 

strength because some operating systems have more defense 

mechanisms which don‟t allow the malware to achieve its 

design purpose [20]–[22]. In the following lines some 

attacks followed by malware against OSs will be highlighted 

to show how the operating systems act accordingly. Every 

year a large number of new OSs malware with stronger 

propagation and strategies are created.  

The malware follows dynamic and adaptive 

propagation to attack the OS architecture such as, attack the 

security levels in OSs to open security threat. Another 

malware method propagates the OSs to infect the executable 

file and create virtual tasks which will slow down the OS 

performance [21]. Propagation of malware differs, based on 

OS, for example, the malware work on (.plist) Macintosh 

system files [22], but in Android it comes as spyware which 

attack the source code of Android OS [20].  

13 International Journal of Cyber-Security and Digital 

Forensics (IJCSDF) 2(4): 10-29 The Society of Digital 

Information and Wireless Communications, 2013 (ISSN: 

2305-0012)  

B. Through Wireless Networks:  

In [23], [24], the Authors have introduced the mobile and 

smartphone applications and some security issues related to 

wireless networks. In the above studies, the Bluetooth 

technology has been introduced in specific project named as 

Blue Bag that includes a covert attack and scanning device, 

which demonstrates how attackers can infect and reach a 

wide range of mobiles and devices running a Bluetooth 

Technology, they have found some weaknesses in Bluetooth 

technology, which may allow attackers to reach the devices. 

In [9] the authors have explained some specific attacks that 

can affect the wireless communication and Bluetooth such 

as:  

1) BlueSnarf: 

 it uses the (Object exchange) push service and the attacker 

can access without any authentication and recently in the 

upgraded version of this kind of attack, the attacker can get 

a full access including read and writes access.  

2) Bluejacking:  

occurs by sending a short tricky text message into 

authenticated dialog, and the users will be using the access 

codes of the tricky message, which allows the attacker to 

take control of the device.  
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3) BlueBug:  

the attacker will be able to use phone services, which 

include incoming and outgoing calls, sending and receiving 

SMS, etc. all through accessing the cell phone.  

4) Blue Bump: 

 it goes through the weakness of Bluetooth in the way it 

handles link keys, and it can lead to getting the data or 

abusing the mobile services such as internet, WAP and 

GPRS.  

5) Blue Smack:  

it simply guides to service denial.  

6) HeloMoto:  

it is a combination of BlueBug and BlueSnarf effect.  

7) Blue Dump:  

the attacker will involve himself in the pairing process 

through Bluetooth after dumping the stored link key.  

8) Car Whisperer:  

the default configuration of some devices makes the PIN 

code fixed for pairing and exchanging, which will make it 

easy for the attackers, to abuse the devices and take control 

of the devices accordingly once they get the PIN, which is 

not changeable.  

9) Blue Chop:  

the attacker will get the chance to disconnect and terminate 

the established connection, especially when the master of 

the connection is supporting multiple connections.  

The hardware and software structure of the Blue 

Bag project have been illustrated with specification details 

and the survey results have been summarized as shown in 

the following table:  

 

Table 1: Summary of the surveying results 

 

Table 2: Services offered by mobile devices during the 

Survey 

The authors of this study have come out with some points 

and results after conducting the survey as follows:  

(1) Bluetooth technology is involved in many devices 

cell and Smartphones, PCs Notebooks, GPS 

Printers, palm pilots and others, which means more 

possibility for malware to propagate.  

(2) Visibility time is an important factor in the 

possibility of being attacked, longer time more 

possibility, and unfortunately some users are not 

aware about this point and hence keep Bluetooth on 

discoverable and visible mode in need and without 

need.  

(3) Social Engineering factor: 7.5% of the owners are 

simply careless in terms of the received files and 

they tend to accept the unknown files from 

unknown sources.  

(4) The survey shows that, small percentage of people 

are aware about the risks that they may face, when 

they use the new technology devices, such as, 

smart phones, and how this can affect their work 

and organizations, where the data value is high and 

critical, if they save it on their devices, and it is 

possible that, they can carry the risk with them to 

their organizations and work 14 International 

Journal of Cyber-Security and Digital Forensics 

(IJCSDF) 2(4): 10-29 The Society of Digital 

Information and Wireless Communications, 2013 

(ISSN: 2305-0012) environment, where the 

attackers are simply using them to reach the 

network or the CEO.  
(5) MMS messages are another way to propagate 

malware in addition to Bluetooth connections.  

(6) The Survey shows that, the technology is growing 

fast as against the techniques of handling security 

issues related to the new technology, and there is a 

real gap between technology and security 

enhancement process, which may affect the 

reliability and stability of the technology.  

In [25], the Authors have presented a deterministic detailed 

analytical model, which characterizes the propagation 

dynamics of Bluetooth worms. The model takes into 

consideration, the impact of mobility patterns on the 

Bluetooth worm propagation and the behavior of the 

Bluetooth protocol. A lot of modelling processes have been 

done in this paper, to characterize and analyze the behaviour 

of Bluetooth worm propagation and all related aspects as 

follows: 

worm propagation and all related aspects as 

follows: Modelling the inquiry phase, which represents the 

time that the infective device starts its inquiry, then 

considering the following points in modelling process: the 

number of neighbours, neighbour discovery probability, and 

number of inquiry responses and the duration of inquiry 

phase. The Next step of modelling is modelling the 

neighbour processing phase, where the infected device will 

be numbered as device 0 and all discovered neighbours from 

1 to R (t) and consider the following points: the step of 

establishing a connection, the step of probing for infection 

possibility, the step of replicating the worm code and total 

time spent on processing all the neighbours discovered. Fig. 

2 shows the flow chart of the infection cycle of Bluetooth 

worm.  

Now as the communication channel, packet loss and data 

throughput are important points to work on.  

In [25] the authors have specified one model for this, as 

modelling the Packet loss Probability and the Data 

Throughput. At the end of the modelling work the authors 

modeled the Infection Curve, by using the logistic equation 

with the variable pairwise infection rate, finally the authors 

came to the point of predicting the propagation curve of 
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Bluetooth worms in a large population such as, Los Angeles 

city, supposing that all people in the city are using and 

carrying a vulnerable Bluetooth-enabled mobile phones and 

walking in the city.  

As a result and based on the done work in this section of 

malware propagation, it is evident that modeling process and 

surveying can give a clear picture about the reality of 

Bluetooth malware and worm propagation, since studying 

the cycle of the malware and worms and their behavior will 

definitely guide to enhance the security level in Bluetooth 

technology and provide more protection to the devices, 

where Bluetooth and wireless technology are involved. 

 

Fig. 2: The Infection Cycle of Bluetooth Worm 

C.  Through File Sharing: 

File sharing has become a very common application for 

Peer-to-Peer networking, which allows the users to share a 

huge number of digitally stored information, one of the most 

common file sharing networks is Kazaa, which has been 

developed in 2001, based on the Fast Track Protocol, Kazaa 

was subsequently under 15 International Journal of Cyber-

Security and Digital Forensics (IJCSDF) 2(4): 10-29 The 

Society of Digital Information and Wireless 

Communications, 2013 (ISSN: 2305-0012)license as a legal 

music subscription service, but as of August 2012, the 

Kazaa website is not offering a music service anymore [6].  

Having few number of defense mechanisms is the reason 

behind the vulnerability of the Peer-to-Peer file sharing 

networks to many security attacks ; according to this 

hundreds of viruses have used the P2P as a propagation 

vector , the authors have described how KaZaA works and 

shares files and explained the concept of supernode and 

indexing process for the hosts, where the connection 

between hosts is encrypted with a key exchanged at the 

beginning of the session , also they have discussed about 

Krawler ( A KaZaA Crawler ), which has two main 

components : the dispatcher, which maintains a list of super 

nodes and the fetcher, which is responsible for 

communicating with the Dispatcher , Updating process and 

Sending Queries. Fig. 3 below is an example of the search 

sequence in KaZaA.  

After explaining the concepts of KaZaA, the authors have 

moved to the core of the research, where they have studied 

the propagation of malware in the P2P and KaZaA and came 

out with some results that supports the process of enhancing 

security and protection mechanisms as follows: the 

propagation of viruses in P2P is unlike the operation for 

worms, it d es not send copies to the hosts by itself, instead 

the viruses are engaged in the process of file exchange, 

where the viruses start propagation. One more additional 

step is making multiple copies of the viral file with different 

names, to increase the chance of downloading and infection.  

 

Fig. 3: Example of KaZaA Search Sequence 

In the last stage of this study by the authors, the 

mechanism of Krawler has been explained in details, where 

the Krawler runs on three machines and was able to 

investigate more than 60,000 files in an hour on average, the 

target of this was to collect a large number of popular 

executable files in KaZaA network and the percentage of 

malicious programs. The authors then have studied the 

signature of the viruses and used the hashing mechanism, to 

confirm, whether the downloadable file is a match with the 

original file or if it is malicious software. The results have 

been taken from two datasets (Feb-06 and May-06), in both 

datasets same set of query strings has been used for 

crawling, where the Krawler issues 24 quires to each super 

node (in series) and gathers the responses that may come 

from any peering super nodes. After explaining the results 

the research discussed the malware distribution and the 

percentage of infections for the hosts and focused on the 

point of viral naming mechanism and using the popular file 

names, to work under cover, the analysis results show that 

15% of the total number of downloadable executable file 

samples have a viral code, and 71% of infection cases in the 

clients and Hosts were because of SdDrop worm and its 

variants and Tanked viruses. 

D. Through Social Networking:  

During the last few years, online social networks have 

become very popular and grew tremendously as they act as 

platform of real-world relationship; its popularity comes 

from the feature of virtual interaction techniques [8].  

According to [7], OSN provides the users with many 

services such as, sharing photos, clips, files and applications 

in addition to chat and call services, and the last two years 

have proved that, the OSNs are not only websites for 
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communication and fun, but can contribute in the process of 

changing the culture and lifestyle. On the other hand in 

terms of security, OSNs can be considered as a perfect 

environment for malware and security threats. Based on the 

studies and researches, the attacks and threats can be 

categorized into four wide categories: 16 International 

Journal of Cyber-Security and Digital Forensics (IJCSDF) 

2(4): 10-29 The Society of Digital Information and Wireless 

Communications, 2013 (ISSN: 2305-0012)  

(1) Privacy Breach Attacks: three primary parties 

interact with one another in an OSN: breaches from 

service providers, which represent the companies 

such as Facebook, Twitter and so on, breaches 

from other users and accounts owners, and 

breaches from third-party applications, which are 

involved in many stages of OSNs. On the other 

hand the threats related to the privacy issues can be 

classified as: browsing user activities, disclosing 

the user's identity, cyber-stalking, cyber-bullying, 

harassing, and slandering. The most ideal privacy 

level is users sharing information to only their 

friends or a group of users; this rule is, however, 

vulnerable to cybercriminals, who pose themselves 

as a friend using a fake name and image to gain 

access to all information shared by the targeted 

users, Nowadays, everyday hundreds of millions of 

users connect to OSNs from different places and 

using different media and devices, where control 

on the protection and security exists. Additionally, 

most current OSNs do not provide a secure 

communication layer and as a result of these 

vulnerabilities, there is a risk of sniffing tools 

capturing the data.  

(2) Viral Marketing: this refers to the techniques of 

marketing, including OSNs and other technologies, 

in OSNs viral marketing can be considered as an 

unwanted and good environment for malware, one 

of the most common examples is the spam in 

OSNs, in addition to the process of phishing 

attacks, which is considered as social engineering 

technique [26].  

(3) Network Structural Attacks: such as Sybil Attacks 

and here some defense mechanisms are provided 

such as, trusted certificates, resource testing and 

recurring costs.  

(4) Malware Attacks: one of the most common attacks 

is the attack of a worm known as Koobface worm.  

E. Through Virtualized Systems:  

Virtualization technique is quickly becoming a standard 

technique for business. The technology lets one computer or 

server run multiple operating systems, or multiple sessions 

of an operating system at the same time, which lets users run 

many applications and functions on a single computer or 

server, instead of running them on different machines as in 

the old technology.  

The biggest challenge faced by organizations now 

is, how to secure the virtualized system, which are 

vulnerable to the same type of threats as real systems. 

Virtualized systems cannot always be secured by the same 

technique as real systems, because each virtualized system 

on the same machine may face different threats and need 

different security levels, and we need additional security 

techniques, to secure the channels between the virtualized 

systems on the same machine.  

In [13], the author has studied several virtual 

system security problems. He has traced the virtual system 

history from security point of view and has identified that 

virtualization creates new security challenges for 

organizations, and the administrator must ensure that every 

single virtualized system follows the rules and policies of 

the organization such as, limiting access to some data and 

applications. An important example of new problem created 

by using virtualization is that, the network-based security 

system does not usually trace the communication between 

two virtual machines installed on the same server. The 

author has also presented the importance of security zones, 

to enhance the level of security for virtual systems. In 

security zones the host server divides the virtualized systems 

into zones; each zone has its security level, depending on the 

requirements of virtualized systems.  

In [27], the authors have focused on detection and 

mitigation techniques for the most famous VME product 

nowadays, VMware. They have presented two methods used 

by malware to detect VMware. The first method is related to 

VMware communication channel. The communication 

between host and guest operating systems occurs via a 

custom communications channel hard-coded into all 

products of VMware. The guest and host operating systems 

work together during this channels for a range of functions, 

including enhanced GUI performance, support for data 

moving in and out of the host clipboard, and files dragging 

and dropping from guest and host and vice versa. The 

authors have discovered a sample program with a small 

piece of code that  17 International Journal of Cyber-

Security and Digital Forensics (IJCSDF) 2(4): 10-29 The 

Society of Digital Information and Wireless 

Communications, 2013 (ISSN: 2305-0012)checked for the 

presence of this type of communications channels. The 

second method to detect VMware exist is the Red Pill 

techniques. The physical memory is shared by the operating 

system of guest, which is virtualized by software run by the 

operating system of the host, a VME usually introduces 

some differences in the location of memory global items 

mapping. Like the locations of (IDT) the Interrupt 

Descriptor Table, and (LDT) the Local Descriptor Table to 

map the host and guest operating systems. The malware can 

detect VMware by looking at the new memory location. Red 

Pill was the first released tool that used this technique.  

F. Through Email Communications:  

There are many ways to attack emails, which affects the 

sending emails (email backscatter) i.e. spam emails using 

viruses or worms. For that, we need to inform the sender 

about the real reasons for not receiving email from the other 

side. The attackers intercept the email, and delete the 

sender's address, therefore the email gets spammed and the 

receiving process fails, thus the sender receives a failing 

note message and he/she cannot determine the real reason of 

failure.  

The email spam propagation can be analyzed by 

many factors such as the period of time between sending the 

email and sending back the failing report for the sender, 

another factor is the returned message which does not 
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contain a real failing reason i.e. the system is down at this 

time please try later again [28].  

V.  MALWARE DETECTION TECHNIQUES  

Since malware has different types, behaviors and different 

level of risk, the same detection methods and mechanisms 

cannot be used in all cases. It is impractical to have just one 

security software to efficiently handle the malwares. Hence 

having different detection methods for different 

environments becomes unavoidable. This study had focused 

on the most common and powerful techniques such as 

honeypot, honeynet, virtualization (partial and full), 

sandboxing and behavior operation sets. A massive 

experiment had been done by Taiwan malware analysis net 

(TWMAN), it was based on virtualization concept and 

client-server model, the experiment added a great value to 

the field of malware detection since it was able to detect 

many malwares which were not detectable by normal 

detection methods, going forward, we can clearly see that 

the detection process needs more computer processing 

power and advance techniques to make sure that the nature 

and behavior of malware are clear and covered from all the 

angles and views.  

A. Anomaly-Based:  

Anomaly-based detection looks for unexpected or abnormal 

behavior indicators, which indicate the presence of malware. 

In more detail, anomaly based detection creates a baseline of 

expected operation. After this baseline has been created, any 

different form of baseline is recognized as malware. We 

have identified that the anomaly based detection technique 

uses the previous knowledge of what is known as normal to 

find out what is malicious. A special type of anomaly based 

detection techniques is specification based detection. A 

specification based detection uses set of rules to determine 

what is considered as normal, with the purpose of making a 

decision about the maliciousness of the program that 

breaches the rule set. The basic limitation of the 

specification based system technique is the difficulty to 

correctly determine the program or system behavior [4].  

B. . Honeypots:  

The traditional methods for detecting and preventing 

malware, like using anti-virus can only detect the malware 

with the same features. In this method, security vendors 

build pattern files, which contain the features of malware 

that have been already collected and analyzed. However, it 

is not possible to detect malware with different features and 

characteristics, especially with increasing the variation in 

the ratio of malware [29].  

To solve this problem, [30] proposed honeypots techniques, 

to investigate and analyze the distribution of malware to 

websites. Honeypots can collect malware attacks which 

particularly target web applications' vulnerabilities. There 

are two types of web honeypots, high-interaction and low-

interactions. Low-interactions type does not have actual web 

vulnerabilities, but simulate applications and OS 

performance, while high18 International Journal of Cyber-

Security and Digital Forensics (IJCSDF) 2(4): 10-29 The 

Society of Digital Information and Wireless 

Communications, 2013 (ISSN: 2305-0012) interaction type 

has actual vulnerabilities which already installed to 

honeypot. The authors have used two techniques to 

investigate the ratio of anti-virus software detection. They 

have chosen six server protection software, from different 

security vendors. Fig. 4 illustrates all six anti-virus software 

updated by last pattern files, and the malware collected from 

September 2009 to January 2010 by the web honeypot. 

Table 3 shows the information attack information that was 

collected by web honeypots.  

Table 3: Honeypots attack information  

In the first investigation, the malware detection 

ratio of the six anti-virus tools was immediately checked and 

the average detection value was just 3.13%. In the second 

investigation the malware detection ratio of the six anti-

virus tools was checked after 4 months and the average 

detection value was 39.8%. From these results it is evident 

that we cannot prevent the malware from infecting our 

computers despite using anti-virus software. The good note 

was the appearance frequencies of IP addresses for the 

source of attack and malware download sites. Table 4 shows 

IP frequencies for the source of the attack and the malware 

download sites.  

Table 4: IP frequencies for attack and malware download 

sites  

From this result, we have identified that, only 92 malware 

attacks have unique IP address, and also only 45 unique 

malware download sites were used for attacks, which means 

98% of malware information has reappeared. The traffic 

patterns such as a source IP attacker address and the other 

information that was collected by honeypots are very useful 

to detect and investigate malware.  

In [31], the authors have defined the honeypot as a trap to 

detect or deflect unauthorized access to the system. A 

honeynet is a network that contains more than one 

honeypots. The honeynet aims to invite attacker, then its 

activities and features can be considered and analyzed to 

increase network security. The honeypot/honeynet typically 

has real services and applications thus it appears to the 

attackers as a normal network and valuable object. Fig. 5 

shows an example of honeynet structure.  

Figure 5: Honeynet structure  

The effective design of a honeynet is called as multi-agents 

system. This system uses 3 kinds of agents. The first and 

second agents work in honeynet, while the third consider 

and examine the production network. The first and second 

agents collect malware information and try to recognize 

them using anti-virus software. The third agent uses the 

collected data to delete the malware from the production 

network or at least restrict its operation. 

In [32], the authors disc 
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Fig. 4: First investigation 

Us a client honeypots and the benefit of applying automated 

state machine to the client honeypots. The client honeypots 

visit and access the suspect websites with the purpose of 

detecting and bringing the malware information. Malicious 

websites may 19 International Journal of Cyber-Security and 

Digital Forensics (IJCSDF) 2(4): 10-29 The Society of 

Digital Information and Wireless Communications, 2013 

(ISSN: 2305-0012)cause many activities to occur in a 

victim‟s system and each activity is done in different stages. 

The state machine is used to characterize the actions 

performed by the malicious websites into predefined states. 

Then these states are used to summarize the interactions 

with the malicious websites using the same structure of the 

state machine. The states are then applied to a clustering 

algorithm to assembly similar malicious websites with the 

aim of understanding how to develop the software to get 

better response to these attacks. The outputs of the 

clustering algorithm are classified to build up similar state 

groups that describe the malicious actions performed on the 

victim‟s system. The advantage of using this procedure is to 

build behavior families (each family has the same malicious 

characteristics) which will lead to develop common ways to 

deal with such exploits.In [32], proposed an experiment for 

using automated state machine to detect the malicious 

websites. They used Capture-HPC as a client honeypot to 

scan the sites (which called URLs) provided to find the log 

files. Then these log files will be converted to the state 

machine file structures using client honeypot state machine 

(CHSM) tool. At the next stage the clustering algorithms 

will be applied to the generated state transition to discover 

the similarities in different attacks and group these attacks 

using these similarities. The experiment was done using 116 

Capture-HPC log files. They got these log files by scanning 

different 116 websites. The clustering result is illustrated in 

table 5. 

 

Table 5: Web based groups of exploiting experiment 

By grouping similar files together the authors have 

reduced the time of analyzing malicious websites activities, 

they got 77 main groups rather than 116, which mean that 

they have reduced 0.336 of needed analysis time.  

In [11] the authors propose a Bluetooth honeypot 

technique and call it bluebat. By using bluebat the authors 

aims to provide new means to understand both existing and 

emerging threats that target wireless and Bluetooth networks 

(PANs).  

C. Sandboxing:  

Previously, we had shown that the malware can exploit 

VME to propagate between VM hosts. In this section we 

will present how the VME can be used to detect malware 

and prevent its propagation.  

There are many methods to prevent malware from 

detecting VME. In [27] [33], the authors have discussed two 

mainly useful methods to prevent the most popular VME 

detection techniques used by malicious attacker from 

detecting the VME and mitigate malware effect. The first 

method is undocumented VMware options. VMware VMX 

configuration files contain many parameters that can be 

changed by the administrator of VMware to set the guest 

machine. Some of these configuration files are well-known 

and documented. After many experiments, a lot of 

undocumented configuration files were and the amazing 

result was that changing some parameters in this 

undocumented configuration files can prevent or control the 

behaviors that allow malware to detect VMware. For 

example Jerry.c can be prevented from being detected by 

VMware by setting VMX file parameters as in the following 

program snippet:  

 Isolation.tools.getPtrLoc  

 Ation.disable=”TRUE”  

 Isolation.tools.setPtrLoc  

 Ation.disable=”TRUE”  

 Isolation.tools.setVersio  

 n.disable=”TRUE”  

 Isolation.tools.setPtrVersio  

 n.disable=”TRUE”  

The changes in VMX configuration files can prevent many 

of current detection techniques, but the functionality and 

ease-of-use of guest machine will be affected, such as copy-

paste via clipboard and drag-drop; because of this 

undesirable effect, the search for alternate techniques to 

prevent VMware detection is carried out. The alternate 

techniques are called as altering the magic value. In this 

method the VMware binary executable file is patched to 

disable or change the magic value of VMX that is related to 

the communication channel. 20 International Journal of 

Cyber-Security and Digital Forensics (IJCSDF) 2(4): 10-29 

The Society of Digital Information and Wireless 

Communications, 2013 (ISSN: 2305-0012) In [18], the 

authors have presented the important rule of sandboxing, 

partial virtualization, and full virtualization in combating 

malware. In April 2010 a study by Cyveillance showed that, 

current antivirus programs are not effective in discovering 

the threat. They have examined 13 of the most well-known 

antivirus products, and found that the average of malware 

that was detected on one day after the malware became 

known is only 19%, and also, the average detection rate for 

all 13 products only reached to 61.7% on average after 30 

days. Antivirus programs are still an essential part of 

computer security, but it is very clear that they do not have 

the enough ability against a threat that continuously 

produces thousands of new malware day after day.  

To deal with the big gap left by antivirus programs, 

new classes of computer security products that use 

sandboxing application and virtualization have been 

developed. High-profile applications that currently use 

sandboxing include Google Chrome browser, Adobe Reader 

X, and Internet Explorer in Protecting Mode. Separating 

untested code from the system using some type of a sandbox 

can considerably mitigate the malware by preventing 

malicious behavior from affecting the other computer 

programs.  

Full virtualization gives a high management level 

of the vulnerable application, without changing 

requirements to the application itself. If any part of the 

application is affected by malware, the attacker can only 

gain access to the guest resources, programs, environment‟s 

data, and OS, but not the original host‟s. Simple hardware 
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virtualization does not give a secure solution; one must 

satisfy the some points for a secure confinement solution 

like network and host isolation, real-time detection that 

controls unseen attacks, and fast complete clean state 

recovery when malware is detected. Appendix 2 shows 

sandboxing and virtualization, to address the malware and 

compares them in terms of protection level and ease of 

deployment.  

In [34], the authors have designed an experimental 

model to the analyze malware behavior in real environment, 

as the authors have observed many differences between real 

environment and the virtual environment. There are many 

anti-VM applications to prevent analysis and discover 

malware in a VM environment. This experimental model 

represents the implementation of the Taiwan Malware 

Analysis Net (TWMAN), which represents a real 

operational environment for analysis and report malware 

behavior. Fig. 6 shows the flowchart for TWMAN model. 

TWMAN is a client-server model and configured to 

automatically run the analysis. The Linux operating system 

is installed on the server, while Microsoft Windows is 

installed on the client. The client downloads malware from 

the repository of Linux server and collects the information 

about changes in registers and files like image of dump 

memory, then the client has to restart and save the infect 

image of windows as an image file in Linux server. 

 

Fig 5: flowchart of TWMAN model 

This procedure is repeated 4840 times and then the 

result was analyzed and reported. TWMAN can detect a lot 

of malware behavior which cannot be detected by VM 

environment and sandbox environment.  

D. Mathematical Models:  

In [10], differential equation and stochastic variance have 

been used to express the behavior of internet worm and 

modelling process, the model focuses on times of next 

infection (TNI), which is used to explain and clarify the 

variance. The paper contributed in this field by validating 

the infection times of the (TNI) with respect to oriented 

scanning model, based on the structure  

21 International Journal of Cyber-Security and Digital 

Forensics (IJCSDF) 2(4): 10-29 The Society of Digital 

Information and Wireless Communications, 2013 (ISSN: 

2305-0012) of Red Code, and to experimentally evaluate the 

variance using commonly used metrics for the process of 

detecting worms. Based on the results of the experiments, it 

shows that the level of variance is tremendously high; this 

variance should be taken in consideration.The element key 

for the research is the process of modelling worm behavior; 

the authors have explained different detection mechanisms 

and clarified the expected results for each mechanism. The 

following are the contributions, which have been presented 

by them: First, doing the validating process for a Markov 

chain model of the infections based on specific scanning 

model. Second, use the validated mode to calculate and 

compute the standard deviation and the mean of diverse 

metrics, which is related to the process of detecting the 

worm to show and clarify the occasional tremendous 

variability. The modelling process has been done in the 

following sequence:  

E. Firstly:  

Modelling and worm detection using the following equation: 

 

Fig 6: An equation proposed for detection of worm behavior 

Where I (t) is the state, which is the number of infected 

hosts at the time (t) , S0 is the number of original susceptible 

hosts, and I0 is the number of initial infections and β is the 

pairwise interaction rate between a given infected host and a 

given susceptible host.  

F. Secondly:  

Direct Simulation Model: (DS) Model, in this model the 

worm will be using 100 threads on an infected machine or 

client, each thread at random will sample one IP address and 

send TCP SYN to selected target and wait either till 

receiving the TCP SYN ACK or getting out of the time and 

no response, after that the handshaking process will be 

completed and the thread will send an infection packet to the 

target, then move to work with another target and so on.  

G. Thirdly:  

Time of Next Infection: next step involves in developing a 

different model, which considers the behavior of the 

secluded thread in the DS model, the concept of inner and 

outer cycles have been used as a way to think about its 

actions. The Inner cycle; is the sequence of targets on which 

the thread times out will end once the target responds to the 

request, and the outer cycle is a sequence of inner cycles, 

which ends with the first successful infection process to the 

host. The TNI model has a computational advantage in 

comparison with DS model, where, the events in the 

simulation process for the TNI occur only in infections.  

H. Fourthly:  

Worm Detection Metrics: many different mechanisms and 

techniques have been designed in order to detect worms, 

some of them are based on the observation of the scanning 

behavior of the worms [15], and some others are based on 

the content [1], [5].  

VI.  MALWARE ANALYSIS  

Analyzing a malware is the inspection of the malware from 

its signature or behavior, to discover the attributes and 

functionalities of the malware; and to find out the source, 

target range, propagation approach and defense mechanisms 
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of the malware. The result of these inspections helps 

increasing the security of the end users by providing better 

security through products like anti-viruses, intrusion 

detection systems and firewalls. Antivirus software usually 

maintains a virus signatures repository, which contains the 

binary patterns characteristic for the malicious codes. This 

software checks the files that are assumed to be infected for 

the existence of a virus signature. This detection method 

worked effectively until creator of malware started writing 

polymorphic and metamorphic code. These modifications of 

malware code enabled them to avoid detection by using 

encryption techniques, to prevent signature based detection. 

Security products and virus scanners look for the sequence 

of characteristic bytes (signature), to recognize the 

malicious code. The detector is determined by the detection 

techniques. A good quality malware technique should be 

able to recognize malicious codes that are embedded and 

hidden in the original program, and should be able to detect 

new unknown malware. Most of commercial antivirus 

software does not have the required flexibility, to detect new 

attacks, 

22 International Journal of Cyber-Security and Digital 

Forensics (IJCSDF) 2(4): 10-29 The Society of Digital 

Information and Wireless Communications, 2013 (ISSN: 

2305-0012) because the writers of malware always create 

new obfuscation techniques, to cheat the detection software, 

so that the malware can avoid detections. A Malware 

detector is defined as shown in the following function. The 

domain of detector is the set of programs „P‟, and the range 

is the set of {malicious, benign} [5].  

D(p)=“malicious” if p contains malicious code, or “benign” 

otherwise.  

The program is scanned by the detector to check if 

the program is benign or malicious. The test aims to find out 

false negative, false positive, or hit ratio. The malware 

detector uses the malware signature to detect the malware. 

The machine code binary pattern of a virus is called a 

signature. Antivirus programs compare their virus signature 

database with the files on the hard drive; removable devices 

(including disk boot sectors), RAM, and the data propagate 

to the systems through the network. Security vendors update 

the signature database repeatedly and make it available to 

customer users via their websites. The result of detection 

function can be classified into one of the following three 

categories [4]:  

(1) False positive: this results when a virus scanner 

incorrectly detects existence of the virus in a non-

infected file. False positives occur when the 

signature used to detect the virus is not exclusively 

for this virus, because the signature appears in legal 

or non-infected software.  

(2) False negative: this results when a virus scanner 

cannot detect a virus existence in an infected file. 

The antivirus scanner may not succeed in detection 

of the virus because this virus is very new and its 

signature is not yet available, or it may fail to 

detect it because the configuration settings for that 

virus is dynamic and very complex and the ability 

of the detector is less than the robust of the virus.  

(3) Hit ratio: this results when a malware detector 

takes the correct decision and detects the malware 

as the malware signature matches with the stored 

signature.  

A.  Malware Behavior:  

Behavior based detection techniques study and analyzes the 

behavior of suspected or known malicious code, such as 

destination and source addresses of this code, and the way in 

which, the code was attached. Behavior based detection 

technique differs from the other scanning techniques as it 

considers the action performed by the malware, rather than 

the binary pattern. The programs with different binary 

content but having same behavior are collected. These types 

of detection techniques help in detecting the malware, which 

keeps on generating new signature versions, because they 

will always use the recourses of the system in the same 

manner. The behavior detector collects the data, interprets 

the data, and then applies the matching algorithm [1], [35].  

In [1], the authors have proposed new techniques to 

extract and detect malware behavior. They have analyzed 

the behavior of 236 popular malwares. About 67% of 

malware produces sub-process when executed. Some 

malicious behaviors appear after malware execution, like 

thread injection and self-delete. These malicious behaviors 

are called as Malicious Behavior Feature (MBF). The 

authors have present the term Behavior Operation Set 

(BOS), which defined by file actions (e.g. read, rename), 

process actions (e.g. terminate, create), network action (e.g. 

TCP, UDP), and registry actions (e.g. open key, query 

value). These four operations were used to extract and 

investigate the behavior. The authors did two tests. In the 

first test 328 of non-affected files were tested, the result 

showed that only 7 of them were falsely detected as 

malware, then the error rate is 2.13 and the accuracy rate is 

97.87%. In the second test, the authors tested suspected file 

and detected new malware, by observing the common 

behaviors with popular malwares.  

In [14], the FRAM model had been proposed to 

make a malware forensic repository for the purpose of 

malware analysis. FRAM is mixed from open source tools 

and commercial tools which integrated together to propose 

an automated system. This automated system aims to reduce 

the time needed to handle the new malware and increase the 

rate of success reverse engineering. In [29], the authors 

proposed MalTRAK technique which is a framework for 

tracking and removing either unknown or known  

23 nternational Journal of Cyber-Security and Digital 

Forensics (IJCSDF) 2(4): 10-29 The Society of Digital 

Information and Wireless Communications, 2013 (ISSN: 

2305-0012)malware. In MalTRAK the users can run any 

program without asking for any policy or rules, but 

MalTRAK guarantee that the user can recover the clean 

state if the infectious state were found. MalTRAK can 

satisfy this by storing many logical views during the 

program run time. The draw back with the MalTRAK model 

that the extra overhead in disk space and run time, but using 

this model we have a very good recovery result to clean 

state in case of infection.  

In [36], the authors tried to prove how the 

segmentation and partitioning of malware into the 

disconnect process can let this malware to propagate 

through the system. The authors showed that the separated 

malware pieces can reassemble together and maliciously 
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infect without any detection form more than 40 anti-

malware programs; thus the authors suggest that the 

malware detector must take into consideration the multi 

process malware behavior to reassemble different malware 

pieces depending on this properties and behaviors. In [37], 

the authors show the importance of integration between 

different security technologies like intrusion detection, 

antivirus software, and firewalls. They proposed a detection 

technique which depends on cloud computing and called it 

uCLAVS. They showed how the integration between many 

search engines raised the malware detection ratio to 97% 

while the higher detection ratio of any single engine before 

the integration was only 80% uCLAVS.  

B.  Malware Signature:  

Normal antivirus software look for signatures, which are a 

sequence of bytes in the malware code to state that if the 

program scanned, is malicious or not. Essentially, there are 

three types of malware: basic, polymorphic, and 

metamorphic malware. In basic malware, the malware 

developer changes the entry point of the program. 

Polymorphic viruses alter themselves, while leaving the 

original code unchanged. A polymorphic virus contains an 

encrypted malicious code beside the decryption part. This 

virus is enabled by a polymorphic engine, which is included 

in the body of the virus. The polymorphic engine generates 

new versions every time it is run; thus it is very difficult to 

detect this type of virus by signature based detection 

techniques. Metamorphic malware use advanced 

obfuscation techniques, to reprogram itself therefore the 

children and parent signatures are very different. It is not 

possible to detect this type of malware without disassemble 

the virus file [4], [38], [39].  

There are many problems associated with the 

signature based detection technique. The biggest problem is 

that, the signature generation is a very complex process and 

requires a strong code analysis algorithm. The second 

problem is that the signatures are distributed as fast as 

possible. The third problem is that, new signatures can 

easily bypass the detectors, and the final problem is that, the 

size of signatures repository is increasing day by day.  

C. Obfuscation and Normalization:  

It is a technique used by software developers and writers 

targeting to hide the details of their products so that the 

reverse engineers can‟t find the correct code, it has been 

used as an advantage by the malware writers to achieve the 

same goal, obfuscation can be achieved by different 

operations and easily can make changes in the signature of 

malware in order to make the process of detecting the 

malware very difficult. Fig. 8 shows the obfuscation process 

[4], [40]. Given a program P and a transformation function 

T generates program P‟ such that the following properties 

hold true:  

 P‟ is difficult to reverse engineer.  

 P‟ holds the functionality of P.  

 P‟ performs comparable to P 

 

Fig. 7:  The obfuscation process 

The obfuscation techniques can be done in different 

methods, starting from inserting some (no op which known 

as dead-code because nothing will be achieved and 

accomplished and inserting some instructions for branching 

unconditionally, moving to inserting process for some 

registers and substituting instructions, all of these methods 

will guide to obfuscate the code of the malware and make 

the process of detection difficult to malware scanners. 

Malware normalization can be identified as a process and 

mechanism to detect the obfuscated copies of malware and 
increasing the rate of catching the malware by the detector, 

the output of the normalization will be the original signature 

of the malware which has been obfuscated and accordingly 

the signature will be compared to the signatures to verify it, 

then it will be saved in the list of known signatures in order 

to decrease the time of scanning and detecting next times.  

24 International Journal of Cyber-Security and 

Digital Forensics (IJCSDF) 2(4): 10-29 The Society of 

Digital Information and Wireless Communications, 2 

 

Fig. 8:  process flow chart 

The normalization process can be done through 

some steps as follows: decompressing the binary code of 

malware, then disassembled it and pass it to the normaliser 

to eliminate the obfuscation and get the original code, 

finally passing the normalized code to malware detector in 

order to get out the signature, compare it with the available 

list and get the matched one.  

Since the signatures of malware are long and take 

many comparisons times to detect them there was a need for 

additional procedures such as API Procedure to reduce the 

time of normalization and detection process. The key to 

enhance the process of malware detection based on 

signatures is via developing better disassembler and better 

algorithm for analyzing the similarity [4]. 

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

The malware developer tries to write new techniques and 

strategies to hide the malicious code and infect the targets. 

On the other hand, the detectors analyze malware 

behaviours continuously and try to resist these techniques 

and strategies hence, we need to allow detection 

development techniques to lead malware updating through 

very well analytical process for malware activities and 
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behaviours to fix any possible targeted threats. A new 

simulation must be designed to contain real system samples, 

to analyze the malware behaviours against these samples 

after elaborate malware updating. The objectives of this 

simulation are to avoid systems threats before being infected 

by real malware.  
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